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BEGINNER PLUS

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Alfred Gallery
Simtat Aharon Chelouche 5
Tel Aviv-Yafo

Beginner

Ahalan Arabic

40

Monday

18:00-21:15

1400 NIS

Intermediate

Mar7aba and
Salam

30

Monday

18:00-20:30

1100 NIS

Palestinian Culture
and Politics

20

Tuesday

18:00-19:30

750 NIS

Advanced

BEGINNER

AHALAN ARABIC
WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT ARABIC THAN “HABIBI” AND “MERHABA”?
TINAU’s beginner’s Arabic course will allow you to build a solid understanding of the Arabic language, practice-relevant
vocabulary for daily life interactions and gain deeper knowledge of Palestinian society, culture and politics along the
way.
This course is conversational, so you won't be studying Arabic reading and writing (the course is not long enough to
incorporate that!). Instead, we'll use Arabisi, the English transliteration of Arabic that works with numbers for certain
sounds that don't exist in the English alphabet. And as for speaking: you'll learn the Palestinian dialect (Amia) meaning
you'll be ready to go ahead and engage with your surroundings in Arabic! Our classes are based on the principle of
immersion, meaning we'll stick to Arabic in class as much as possible- but if we need to explain in a different language,
our go-to-language is English to accommodate the diversity of backgrounds among our students.
Come and have an open dialogue with your peers in Arabic, and try to find a new heartfelt understanding of
Palestinian society.
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YALLA
COME AND START YOUR ARABIC JOURNEY WITH US!

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

MAR7ABA AND
SALAM

CURIOUS ABOUT WHAT’S GOING ON
IN PALESTINE?
This course will pave the road to understanding a
community made up of many different traditions, beliefs,
and opinions. From the traditional ‘Dabkah’ dance to the
vibrant music scene, and from traditional cuisines to
contemporary politics, our course takes you beyond the
surface level attention Palestine usually gets. We will learn
Arabic while shuffling our way through the Palestinian
media, politics, and try to establish a balanced intellectual
inquiry. Come and have an open dialogue with your peers
in Arabic, and try to find a new heartfelt understanding of
Palestinian society.

CURIOUS ABOUT WHAT’S GOING ON
IN PALESTINE?

This course will pave the road to understanding a
community made up of many different traditions, beliefs,
and opinions. From the traditional ‘Dabkah’ dance to the
vibrant music scene, and from traditional cuisines to
contemporary politics, our course takes you beyond the
surface level attention Palestine usually gets. We will learn
Arabic while shuffling our way through the Palestinian
media, politics, and try to establish a balanced intellectual
inquiry. Come and have an open dialogue with your peers
in Arabic, and try to find a new heartfelt understanding of
Palestinian society.
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This is a conversational course that works with English
transliteration instead of the Arabic alphabet- you will
study spoken Arabic in the Palestinian dialect (Amia). Our
classes are based on the principle of immersion, meaning
we'll stick to Arabic in class as much as possible- but if we
need to explain in a different language, our go-tolanguage is English to accommodate the diversity of
backgrounds among our students.
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This is a conversational course that works with English
transliteration instead of the Arabic alphabet- you will
study spoken Arabic in the Palestinian dialect (Amia). Our
classes are based on the principle of immersion, meaning
we'll stick to Arabic in class as much as possible- but if we
need to explain in a different language, our go-tolanguage is English to accommodate the diversity of
backgrounds among our students.

PALESTENIAN CULTURE
AND POLITICS

YALLA
COME AND START YOUR ARABIC JOURNEY WITH US!

HOW WE TEACH
The goal of our classes is to equip you with the tools to handle everyday
life in Hebrew or Arabic. This also includes leaving the classroom
sometimes to go to the Shuk together or tour through Tel Aviv- Yafo.
Thanks to a variety of activities (games, singing, movement, or cooking),
our classes are extra interactive and engaging, designed to encourage
our students to start speaking from the first class onwards. This way, we
build your confidence in the classroom to engage with your surroundings
in Hebrew or Arabic.
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FANCY LEARNING HEBREW?
We also offer
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topics.

Beginner
Shalom Ivrit

Intermediate
This IS an Ulpan

Advanced
Israel and the
Conflict

Beginner Plus
Navigating TLV

Intermediate
Anarchist Lab

Advanced
Environmentalism

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR EVENING HEBREW COURSES HERE

